Architecture gets a dose of prefab
     

           By Alexandra Murray    

Company: Modscape
Featured Project: Willalooka
Location: Willalooka, South Australia
Photographer: Peter Glenane
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t is estimated that architects design only about
three per cent of new homes built in Australia each
year. Custom designed architecture is unfortunately
beyond the financial reach of many. Until now…
Thankfully, designer prefab houses and components are
moving from theoretical architectural investigation to saleable
reality, and several prominent architects, designers and
builders have put their heads together to come up with some
beauties. These design alternatives draw on the process of
mass production whilst still incorporating a strong design
focus. The prefab movement is growing around the world
and architects are rising to the challenge of creating
affordable, functional and sustainable housing.
As an architect, it goes against my inherent design principals
to even be bringing up this topic, however, it is time to let go of
existing kit home prejudice, and focus my attention on a new
and exciting aspect of prefabrication in the building industry. I
am more than willing to speak up about production processes
that have the ability to broaden the reach of architecture in
this country.
It’s fair to say there has been a quiet revolution in the design
of kit homes. No longer are they cheap weatherboard boxes
– a new wave of contemporary designs have emerged.
Whilst not cheap by normal kit home standards, the designs
I present here are an economical alternative to an architect
designed custom built house. A traditional kit home is
assembled on site with some prefabricated elements. The
new generation designs are completely assembled in the
factory and delivered as pods - the only preparation being
your foundations.
Modscape, based in Melbourne, offer slick modernist inspired
designs that aim to be as environmentally friendly as possible.
Prefabricated construction drives ecological sustainability and
well as cost effectiveness.
“Prefab is the ultimate medium for reducing the impact on the
landscape. A higher level of quality control can be achieved
through factory built products, while the modularisation of
design and fabrication create a degree of automation that
cannot be achieved on site. One team oversees design,
construction and installation.” - Jan Gyrn.
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Delivered and erected in a day, a Modscape home is
the very model of sustainability. Eco friendly features
include low toxicity paint, recycled materials, insulating glass,
plantation timbers and double skin walls. They are also
structurally superior due to the steel frame needed for lifting
and transport. The house at Willalooka is a fine example of
prefabricated architecture.
Bachkit (pronounced batch kit), based in Perth, has a similar
philosophy as Modscape. The elegant glass and aluminium
modular Bachkit home, “Blurs the boundary between inside
and out,” said Charlie Ball. There are five configuration
options, all with hardwood decks and pre-finished solid timber
floors. The basic elements can be combined like building
blocks to customise the design. The featured house is
located on five acres at Quindalup, in the Margaret River area.
ARKit, based in Melbourne, is headed up by Craig
Chatman and is a hybrid prefabrication company combining
architectural services, research and development, project
management and manufacturing. Two options are available –
Site Assembled buildings (S Series) and Factory Assembled
buildings (F Series). The difference being that the F Series
is restricted by road transportation load sizes, whereas
the S Series is delivered on site in a container ready for
construction. A sensational case study is the Bath House
(S Series) situated on 20 acres of undulating country in the
Victorian Grampians. “The residence deliberately provides for
informality, quality of life and the ongoing regeneration of the
land,” commented Craig Chatman
For about the cost of a project home, without the hassle
of onsite construction and in a fraction of the time,
Australians can make beautiful architecture a part of their
everyday lives.
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Company: ARKit
Featured Project: Bath House
Location: The Grampians
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Company: BackKit
Featured Project: Individual Designed Quindalup
Location: Quindalup, Margaret River area
Photographer: Lyons Architects
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